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This work will show how the Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) technique is able to successfully model 

the defects and diffusion of dopants in Si-based materials for advanced microelectronic devices, 

especially for non-equilibrium conditions. Charge states of point defects and paired dopants are also 

simulated, including the dependency of the diffusivities on the Fermi level and charged particle drift 

coming from the electric field. 

 

The KMC method is used to simulate the diffusion of the point defects, and formation and 

dissolution of extended defects, whereas a quasi-atomistic approach is used to take into account the 

carrier densities. The simulated mechanisms include the kick-out diffusion mechanism, extended 

defect formation and the activation/deactivation of dopants through the formation of impurity 

clusters. Damage accumulation and amorphization are also taken into account. Solid Phase Epitaxy 

Regrowth is included, and also the dopants redistribution during recrystallization of the amorphized 

regions.  

 

Regarding the charged defects, the model considers the dependencies of charge reactions, electric 

bias, pairing and break-up reactions according to the local Fermi level. Some aspects of the basic 



physical mechanisms have also been taken into consideration: how to smooth out the atomistic 

dopant point charge distribution, avoiding very abrupt and unphysical charge profiles, how to 

correctly and effectively update the charge, and how to implement the drift of charged particles into 

the existing electric field. 

 

The work will also discuss the efficiency, accuracy and relevance of the method, together with its 

implementation in a Technology Computer Aided Design process simulator. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

1. Introduction 

The trend of reducing device sizes results in a small number of impurity atoms that determine the 

characteristic of electronic devices. This small discretized distribution can be accurately modeled 

with an atomistic Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) description. 

Nevertheless, in order to account for the increasing number of physical phenomena involved in the 

processing of these devices, several models have to be introduced simultaneously. These models 

include a charge model for extrinsic diffusion, activation and deactivation mechanisms for dopants, 

including amorphization and Solid Phase Epitaxy Regrowth (SPER), and a correct description of 

the formation and ripening of extended defects. This work shows the principles as well as examples 

of such models. Finally, examples of TCAD simulations of devices, including all these models but 

focusing on different aspects of the simulation, are also shown. 

2.  Physical models 

The non-lattice KMC technique used in this work[1]  tracks the point defects, dopants, impurities 

and point defect paired dopants as particles. These particles are given random jumps at a rate 

derived from their diffusivities. Interactions between particles are also included, leading to 

clustering and re-emission from clusters and trapping and detrapping of impurities. Unlike lattice 

KMC, non-lattice KMC discards the lattice structure, and accounts for all possible microscopic 

configurations of a given cluster size through a single effective binding energy. The capture volume 

for a single particle is assumed to be the distance between second neighbors in the silicon lattice. 

For extended defects the capture volume is the sum of the capture volumes for the constituent 

particles.  



2.1 Diffusion: The Kick out mechanism 

The migration frequency for mobile particles is computed as )/exp(0 TkE Bm−=νν , where 0υ and 

Em are the input parameters that give the microscopic diffusivity for each mobile particle. The 

acceptor and donor impurities usually diffuse in silicon via pairing with an interstitial or a 

vacancy[2] while other impurities, like Fluorine, may diffuse without the aid of an extra I or V. The 

paired dopant point defects break up and re-emit the trapped I or V, becoming substitutional again.  

The break up frequency equals )/exp(0 TkE Bbk−=νν , being Ebk is the activation energy for the 

break up. This energy is modeled as the binding energy plus the migration energy of the emitted 

particle. 

2.2. Activation/deactivation of dopants 

Dopants are inactive under certain conditions. These conditions include high dopant 

concentrations[3]  and/or high interstitial or vacancy concentrations[4]. These phenomena can be 

explained by the clustering of dopant atoms with interstitials or vacancies, and also by dopant 

precipitation and direct deactivation[5]. 

 2.2.1 Clustering 

Impurity clusters are modeled as irregular agglomerations of impurities with vacancies. These 

clusters can trap new impurities and new interstitials or vacancies. The trapping probabilities are 

computed as )/exp( TkEP Bcapturecapture −= , where Ecapture is the sum of an optional barrier energy plus 

the absolute value of the binding energy of the trapped particle to the final cluster. These binding 

energies are computed as the subtraction of the potential energies of final minus initial cluster sizes. 

The final state depends on the trapped particle. The potential energies are input parameters. 

Impurity clusters can shrink emitting particles. The emission frequency is given by: 

)/exp(0 TkE Bemissionemission −=νν . 



The emission energies are computed as the binding energy of the cluster if the binding is positive, 

plus the migration energy of the emitted particle and an optional barrier. 

 2.2.2 Direct deactivation 

There is a direct deactivation model available for dopants that deactivate without visible 

diffusion[5]. This is modeled allowing the substitutional dopants to interact with impurity clusters 

or with other dopants right after their inclusion in the simulation. Because substitutional dopants do 

not migrate, these reactions are only possible when two dopants are close enough to each other. The 

higher the dopant concentration, the higher is this possibility. With high concentrations, the number 

of dopants close to each other is not negligible, and substitutional dopants will react with others 

forming clusters and deactivating without diffusion. 

2.3. Extended defects  

Our model assumes an irregular shape for interstitial clusters with a size less than a given threshold. 

For bigger sizes, we rearrange them into the {311} defects and/or faulted dislocation loops[6], 

according to the crystalline geometry data. We assume that irregular clusters retain captured point 

defects at their original positions. This assumption leads naturally to a roughly spherical size. On 

the other hand, {311} defects are modeled as parallel strips of interstitials, lying on one of the 

twelve orientations of a {311} plane. Finally, when a {311} reaches a threshold size that depends 

on temperature following an Arrhenius plot, it is rearranged into a dislocation loop (DL). In our 

simulator, DLs are always unfaulted discs lying on a {111} plane. 

Extended defects emit their constituent particles. The activation energy for I emission from an I 

extended defect of size n is calculated as the sum of the I binding energy and migration energy. The 

emission prefactor is assumed to be proportional to the cluster surface, corresponding to the capture 

process. The I binding energy for each cluster size is an input parameters, and can be taken directly 

from existing literature[7, 8] 



2.4. Amorphization/recrystallization 

Sentaurus KMC gets the coordinates of all the particles for each collision cascade from a Monte 

Carlo implant simulator[9]. Instead of undergoing immediate recrystallization, point defects are 

assumed to generate disordered regions, called Amorphous Pockets (APs). The AP activation 

energy for the recombination of an internal IV pair is related to the number of contained IV pairs. 

After recombining all its IV pairs, an AP can only dissolve emitting Is or Vs, as a small extended 

defect. Overlapping APs can give rise to locally amorphized regions and, finally, to a continuum 

amorphous layer.  A SPER process is also implemented converting amorphous boxes back to 

crystalline silicon with a thermally activated velocity. This process cleans all the damage in the 

previously amorphized region, but leaves it at the amorphous crystalline interface. Later, this 

damage will form the end of range defects (EOR), simulated as {311}s and DLs. 

2.5. Charge model 

In our simulation scheme, particles and defects are treated atomistically, whereas carrier 

concentrations are treated in a continuum fashion. Charge reactions are much faster than structural 

reactions and, consequently, we assume electrical equilibrium and a well defined Fermi level, even 

in situations in which particle concentrations are far from equilibrium. 

 2.5.1 Concentrations and diffusivities 

In our model, each charge state Xj has a different diffusivity. The relative concentrations are[10] 
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Where we denote by e(j+1,j) the energy level associated with the charge transitions between Xj+1 

and Xj. We assume the same degeneracy factor for each state. The concentrations of charged point 

defects are controlled by the charged transitions. Therefore, the formation energy or a charged 

defect can be obtained from the formation energy for the neutral particle, and the Fermi level (eF), 

using 
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In the absence of an electric field each charge state has a jump frequency that does not depend on 

eF. An electric field ξ  introduces a gradient into the formation energy of a charged particle, 

inducing an asymmetry in the jump probabilities in both positive and negative directions: 
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The charge model also affects the interaction between particles. Reactions between particles with 

the same sign are forbidden to account for the electrostatic repulsion. It is only necessary to specify 

the binding energies between the neutral interstitials or vacancies (X) and the charged substitutional 

dopants (A) so that the binding energies of the rest of the charge states are computed using 

microscopic reversibility links as: 
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2.5.2 Implementation 

As we have already mentioned, our model assumes that the electronic transitions are much faster 

than the atomic diffusion and reactions; it implies the necessity of implement charge update 

mechanisms. In particular, three of these mechanisms have been implemented[11] to maintain an 

accurate description of the electronic state of the dopants. 

• Global update. Periodical review and update of all the particles. The probability for a 

particle to be in a particular charge state is computed as: 
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• Charge update for the mobile particles. This update is performed for any mobile particle 

each time it moves. In this case, to avoid artifacts in the simulation, it is necessary to assign 

a probability that also depends on its migration frequency: 
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• Charge update for pairing and break-up reactions. This algorithm ensures that the right 

concentrations of species are not disturbed by the pairing and break up of dopants.  The 

probability used is very similar to the previous one, except for the use of the break up 

frequency instead of the migration frequency. 

To compute the electron concentration, and then the Fermi level, the simulation domain is divided 

into a tensor product where each element is a small 3D rectangle. These elements can be as small as 

1 nm3. The algorithm does not only count the number of active dopants for each element (other 

charged particles are supposed to give a negligible contribution), but also averages several 

elements, smoothing out the electron concentration over the elements contained in a sphere whose 

radius is the Debye length. This smoothing is extremely important to avoid artificial high 

concentrations due to the discrete nature of the particles and the small volume of the internal 

elements[11]. 

 

3. Simulation examples 

A validation of the models explained in this work, especially the charge model, can be seen in 

figure 1. It shows the dopant redistribution in a pn junction. An initially uniform 1x1018 cm-3 B 

concentration is implanted with 2x1015 cm-2, 50keV As and annealed for 2 hours. The boron pile up 

is due to the different B diffusivity in the n region. The excellent agreement with the experimental 

results[12] confirms the right implementation of the diffusion, impurity cluster and charge model as 

well as the accuracy of the initial dopant and point defect distribution given by the MC implant 

code.  

  

Figures 2a and 2b correspond to comparisons between experimental results and our atomistic 

simulator. Fig. 2a shows SIMS profiles4 of 4.5x1019 B spikes after 40 keV 9x1013 cm-2 Si implant 

and 5, 50, 500 and 2100 s anneal at 800 oC. The peak corresponds to immobile boron interstitial 

clusters, formed in a zone rich in both Si interstitials and boron, while the Gaussian-like profile 



shows the electrically active boron diffusion. In contrast, Fig. 2b shows the deactivation of As in 

conditions of thermally generated intrinsic point defects[13]. The structure consists of a buried B 

layer and an initially fully activated implanted and laser-melt annealed superficial As layer. After 8 

min at 750 oC the boron has largely diffused. This is due to the interstitial injection during the rapid 

deactivation of arsenic. The high concentration of As leads to the formation of some As4 clusters. 

These clusters are unstable and emit I transforming into As4V. This I supersaturation creates the 

transient enhanced diffusion of the boron marker. Lines:  Sentaurus KMC.  Symbols: 

Experiment[14].  

 

Figure 3 indicates the validity of the extended defect model explained in this work. It shows the 

comparison between the experimental I supersaturation reported by Ref [7], and the results of our 

simulations. Agreement is only achieved when the I clusters are allowed to ripen with different 

energies, one for each size.  

 

Figure 4 shows the recrystallization of an amorphous layer under the source of a FET transistor. 

The evolution of the recrystallization front in time cleans up the damage created during the implant. 

At the end, the only remaining damage is located close to the amorphous/crystalline (A/C) 

interface. These defects will later create EOR defects. 

 

Figure 5 shows a whole MOSFET, with a gate length of 30nm, entirely simulated using the KMC 

models explained in this work. All the models described have to be active in order to correctly 

simulate devices like this one. The top picture shows the doping concentration at the end of the 

simulation. The bottom one shows the particles and defects as simulated. In this case, the thermal 

budget is not enough to dissolve the extended defects: there are {311}s under the source and the 

drain. These {311}s are the remnants of the damage accumulated at the A/C interface after SPER. 

 



Finally, figure 6 shows the importance of 3D atomistic simulations to account for geometrical 

effects. These effects are more important as the dimensions of the devices become ever shorter. The 

same implant and subsequent diffusion has been performed in 70x70nm2 and 170x170nm2 devices 

surrounded by silicon trench isolation (STI). While the small layout contains no defects, the bigger 

is still rich in {311} and DLs for the same implant and subsequent annealing. The STI creates an 

extra interface that acts as a sink for interstitial. The distance between extended defects and the 

interface plays a very important role for the growth of extended defects in 1D structures, but this 

effect is even more important for 2 and 3D layouts. 

4. Conclusions 

In conclusion, we have developed physically-based atomistic models that explain and predict the 

majority of mechanisms involved in the processing of Silicon for microelectronics. These models 

include the intrinsic and extrinsic diffusion of dopants, their activation and deactivation forming 

impurity clusters, a damage accumulation, amorphization and SPER model, and the formation of 

extended defects that control the transient enhanced diffusion. Simulation examples of these 

different models have also been shown. Finally, we have shown how these different models, once 

integrated and working at the same time in a kinetic Monte Carlo simulator, are able to successfully 

simulate deep-submicron devices. The simulator can be also used to account for the study and 

prediction of 2 and 3 dimensional effects. 
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Fig 2a and 2b. 
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Figure 3. 



 

 

 

Figure 4.  



 

 

Figure 5.  
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Figure 6.  

 

 



FIGURE CAPTIONS 
 
 
Fig 1. Boron pile-up in a pn junction. An initial boron background concentration (1x1018 cm-3) has 
been implanted with As, 50 keV, 2x1015 cm-2 and annealed for 2h at 750 oC. Symbols : 
Experimental results from Ref. 12. Lines. Sentaurus KMC simulations. The electronic 
concentration, is also represented. The difference between the arsenic profile and the electronic 
concentration is due to the presence of AsV clusters. 
 
Fig 2. B and As impurity clusters. a)Simulated (lines) and experimental (symbols) profiles of a 
4.5x1019 cm-3 B spike after a Si into Si implant, 40keV, 9x1013 cm-2 and 5, 50, 500 and 2100 s 
annealing at 800 oC. Experimental data taken from Ref. 4. b) Buried B layer and laser-melt As layer 
after 8 minutes at 750 oC. Symbols : Experimental data taken from Ref. 14. Lines : Sentaurus KMC 
simulation. 
 
Fig. 3. Interstitial supersaturation as a function of time for different annealing temperatures. 600, 
700 and 800 oC after a 40keV 2x1013 cm-2 and 740 oC, after a 40 keV, 6x1013 cm-2 implant. 
Symbols : experimental values[7] scaled to give the same DC product as the simulation. Lines: 
Sentaurus KMC results. 
 
Fig 4. Gate and source of a FET during the time evolution of the SPER after a Ge preamorphizing 
implant. The SPER cleans all the defects, leaving only a high damaged region close to the original 
A/C interface. These defects will form EOR defects. 
 
Fig 5. Top. 2D projection of the active dopant concentration in the source, gate and drain of a small 
MOSFET (gate length is 30nm) at the end of all the processing steps. Bottom. Atomistic view of the 
same transistor. It should be noticed the presence of {311}. Light yellow: Active boron. Dark 
yellow: BICs. Red: Interstitials in {311}. Light blue : Active Arsenic. Dark blue: Arsenic in 
clusters. 
 
Fig 6. a) Top view of a 70x70 nm2 simulation, surrounded by STI, after a 30keV, 5x1014 cm-2 Ge 
implant and a 950 oC spike annealing.  b) Same simulation than before, but with a 140x140 nm2 
area. The smaller the distance to the STI interface the easier to anneal the extended defects. 
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